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ABSTRACT  

 

Information technologies are based on not only traditional exact and natural sciences. Cybernetics plays a 

great role in the development of IT. As known, cybernetics is a science of general laws in managing 

process and transformation of information in the different systems, which are machine, live organism and 

human society. Cybernetics as an art of management appeared in 1940 uniting the fields of management 

system, theory of electric circuit, machine-building, mathematical modelling, mathematical logics, 

evolutional biology, neurology, anthropology in separate interdisciplinary research. 
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1 GENERAL  

 

The founder of cybernetics as well as a theory of artificial intellect was the American mathematician and 

philosopher Norbert Wiener (1894-1964). His contributions were remarked in military field. During 

Second World War N. Wiener worked on mathematical apparatus for system of pointing of anti-aircraft 

fire that were determined and scholastic models for organization and management on US air defence 

forces. In addition, he worked out new effective probable model of air defence forces managing. Thus, 

cybernetics was realized for the first time in the system of armed forces.  

In the USSR cybernetics was founded by famous mathematician A.A. Lyapunov (1911-1973). As 

mathematician he made the artillery gun squad in the war. Cybernetics contradicted existing Soviet 

ideology that was hazardous for him. However, since 1950s the information technologies appeared with 

cybernetics together as considered. At the same time, he became founder of mathematical linguistics. 

Jointly with M.V. Keldysh (1911-1978) who was mathematician and major theorist of cosmic space, he 

made a calculation of astronomic tasks in cosmic space. As result, cosmic space research, radio 

engineering, electricity are also impossible without information technologies.   

A.A. Lyapunov also promoted the use of mathematical methods in biological science of genetics. 

Jointly with S.A. Lebedev (1902-1974), the creator of electronic calculative machine, he worked out the 

program providing. A.A. Lyapunov continued to be interested in astronomy, physical geography, 

geology, biology, chemistry, physics, philosophy, linguistics where the mathematical methods and 

cybernetic approach were being introduced taking into account the specifics of the fields above that 

became presage of information technologies coming in other sciences. 

It should remark that only impossible not to be realized from fancy is invention of time-machine. 

However, the designers and IT technicians restored the past picture using new electronic information 

technologies. The electronic digital reproduction really displays the truthful or verisimilar picture of 

historic and natural past concerning the humanity and nature relatively. Thus, information technologies 

not only are able to define cultural layer, physical and chemical ingredients in archeological and 

paleontological findings.  
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2 CONCLUSION  

 

In social sciences like history, sociology or political science are used a theory of probability. As rule, a 

theory of probability is a part of mathematics for study of casualty law in events, volumes and operations 

on them. Moreover, in political science is possible to use arithmetical formulas or political formulas 

basing on arithmetical. However, here is also possible to use methods of highest mathematics like in 

economics. Nowadays, in political and historical sciences are possible to apply information technologies 

basing on Lyapunov’s cybernetics. For it, the introduction of information technologies in system of 

education is the best guarantee in development of other fields in human society. 
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